
 
 

France, Paris, 14 Avenue de l’Opera, 75001         

Ukraine, Kyiv, 56 Kharkivske highroad, 02175 

arcconstructionofcrimea@gmail.com 

14.01.2023 № 11/2023 

To UN Independent Expert on protection against violence and discrimination based on 

sexual orientation and gender identity 

Ongoing Minorities Discrimination in Russia-Occupied Territories of Ukraine 

Our Association of Reintegration of Crimea (ARC)1, is non-governmental expert and 

human rights organisation2, with activities devoted to Crimea’s issues. ARC’s expert 

researches are related with human rights of Crimean residents and ethnic groups, including 

minorities’ rights.  

Since 2020 we sent more than 100 submissions and proposals to UN human rights’ 

strictures, major part of them were published in the UN web-sources, including the issues of 

illegal trafficking and children prostitution in the Crimea3  

We reported to UN bodies on issues of repressions against Ukrainian youth in the 

Crimea45, including violations of freedom of opinion67, right to privacy8, cultural rights9, racial 

and gender discrimination of Crimean youth101112, its criminal sexual exploitation1314 and 

Russia’s Nazi propaganda in Crimean “educational institutions”15.  

We informed UN structures that illegal occupation and attempted annexation of the Crimea 

by Russia since 2014, as a part of Russian-Ukrainian interstate conflict, changed the situation 

in the region and worsened significantly the situation with violence and discrimination based 

on sexual orientation and gender identity (IE SOGI), exploring the right to freedom of religion 

or belief (FoRB) in relation to sexual orientation and gender identity (SOGI)16.  

1-4, 6-9. As we pointed already to some UN bodies, since 24th of February 2022 Russia 

committed broad and open military aggression to Ukraine’s territory. Due last eleven months 

of fights Russia occupied some territories of Donetzk, Kharkiv, Kherson, Luhansk, 
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Zaporizhzhya regions and strong fights are going near cities with total population of millions 

persons near the frontline1718192021.  

Russian government, propaganda and military forces use the hate speech as against the 

ethnic Ukrainians and Crimean Tatars, so exactly against LGBT communities in Ukraine. In 

Russian officials’ statements the new Nazi symbols are used as letter “Z” for marking own 

troops, paramilitaries and “support actions” in Ukraine and occupied territories.  

Among civil persons, who were victims of Russia-controlled mercenaries, there are a lot of 

LGBT persons who tried to replace themselves from the hostilities zone, who hided in the 

shelters and were used as a “life shield” by Russian troops. A lot of persons were killed or 

kidnapped as “non-loyal” ones regarding their gender or sexual orientation22. Russian troops 

block the humanitarian corridors established to evacuate civil population, including LGBT 

from hostilities zones and occupied territories. 

As UN Independent Expert recognized already in its Ukraine-related statement dated 22 

March, 2022 LGBT and gender-diverse people are vulnerable to acts of stigmatisation, 

harassment and violence from both armed combatants and civilians, whether such acts are 

opportunistically motivated, connected to larger social discriminatory patterns, or the result of 

explicit, targeted political repression. 

In addition to the challenges existing before the onset of the military invasion, LGBT and 

gender-diverse persons are experiencing specific and particularly acute persecutory risks 

during the armed conflict and humanitarian response efforts23.  

On January 3, the criminal “Crimean speaker” Vladimir Konstantinov “gave out” fake 

“program speech”24, allegedly about the “institution of the family”. In it, he began to promote 

the fake “concept”, already traditional for the Russian occupiers, according to which, under 

the control of the Kremlin, the population of the Russia-occupied Crimea will obviously live 

worse than in civilized countries, but allegedly “without LGBT”. 

Konstantinov explicitly admits that the structures of the aggressor cannot even “compete 

with the collective West, …in the economic sphere”, while stating that “welfare and living 

standards” are allegedly associated with “the destruction of the institution of the family”.  

Obviously realizing that this sounds obviously “weak” for the impoverished Crimean 

residents, the criminal “speaker” decided to make his hate speech against LGBT stronger and 

stated, that in the countries of the civilized world allegedly “the idea was voiced of the need to 

create human incubators” and “people will be raised on farms, divided into males and females, 

or they will immediately receive hermaphrodites.” 

The fantasy of Konstantinov’s speechwriters regarding the alleged “global LGBT 

dictatorship” and the “struggle for the traditional family” was published in that time, when in 

Russia-occupied territories of Ukraine (AR Crimea, Sevastopol, parts of Donetsk, Kherson, 

Luhansk and Zaporizhzhya regions and some area of Kharkiv region) the so-called “Russian 

standards” of “education and social aid” were established that reject the issues of human rights 

education and includes strong illegal Russia’s militaristic propaganda, propaganda of so-called 

“priority” of “Russian world” in standards of Nazi policy, hate speech against ethnic 

Ukrainians and elements of racial discrimination, hate speech against any minority group.  
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Russian illegal “social and educational policy” includes punishment for the youth for 

attempts to get distance any aid from Ukrainian authorities and social structures on-line. Also 

social infrastructure in Russia-occupied Ukrainian territories, especially in relevant parts of 

Kherson and Zaporizhzhya regions are used criminally by Russian invaders as places of 

disposition Russian troops and ammunition, some objects were criminally destroyed by 

Russian invaders. Those criminal steps of Russian invaders brutally violate the principles of 

inclusive social protection, including minorities’ protection. 

Militarization of Russia-occupied Crimea makes strong negative impact on issues of 

discrimination the minorities. In preparation for a large-scale aggression and increased 

militarization of the Crimea since 2020, the occupiers have increased funding for the 

“republican DOSAAF”, including through the fake “government”.  

In 2022, this criminal activity, due to the obvious demands of the Kremlin, intensified, and 

in 2022 the structure conducted criminal “military-patriotic gatherings” for the Crimean 

youth, and each “district department” received a separate “order” from above – radio direction 

finding, underwater swimming and so on. 

Now the “Crimean DOSAAF” is criminally involved in the organization of the so-called 

“territorial defense” as a hidden component of the criminal “mobilization”, training “recruits” 

“off their job”25. Criminal aggressor’s “administrations” in the occupied territories are 

urgently fulfilling the criminal instruction to “create cells” for so-called “Russian movement 

of children and youth” to enforce the degree of the corresponding criminal aggressor’ Nazi 

and war propaganda, hate speech against minorities262728. 

In the spring of 2022, the Russian invaders promised to conduct “massive retraining” of 

teachers in the occupied regions of southern mainland Ukraine in Crimea, while Crimean 

collaborators promised to “retrain” tens of thousands of teachers in framework of Russian 

Nazi and militaristic propaganda and hate speech against Ukrainians and minorities; later 

some aggressor’s illegal activities were realized293031. 

5.10. Ukraine immediately filed an Application with the International Court of Justice 

(ICJ) on 25 February 2022, instituting proceedings against Russian in a dispute concerning the 

interpretation, application or fulfillment of the UN Convention on the Prevention and 

Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. Russia refused to execute the ICJ order in this case to 

stop the aggression3233.  

Those issues now are the subject of the investigation the International Criminal Court34 

Due to gross violation the human rights Ukraine filed an application to the European Court of 

Human Rights also35. Russian government refused to execute the demand of the ECtHR and 

the order of ICJ to immediately suspend the military operations that it commenced on 24 

February 2022,36 also as previous order of ICJ, given in April, 2017 in case No. 166 37. 
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On March 16 2022, Russia was excluded from the Council of Europe and refused officially 

to execute the demands of European Convention on Human Rights38 and European Social 

Charted that guarantee relevant human rights and ban the illegal minorities’ discrimination. 

UN Human Rights Council (HRC) adopted its resolution 49/1 on 4 March 2022 where it 

expressed grave concern at the documented harm to the enjoyment of many human rights, 

resulting from the aggression against Ukraine by Russia39.  

On 8 March 2022 UN human rights experts called on Russia to immediately end its 

invasion of Ukraine to avoid further bloodshed; experts recalled that intentional attacks 

against civilian objects amount to war crimes40, which are terroristic by their nature. In other 

UN experts’ statements the negative impact of Russia’s aggression on minorities was 

condemned41, and relevant risks for human right were pointed4243. 

UN General Assembly in its resolution ES-11/1 on 2 March 2022 recognized that the 

military operations of Russia inside the sovereign territory of Ukraine are on a scale that the 

international community has not seen in decades and that urgent action is needed to save this 

generation from the scourge of war. In article 9 of this resolution UN General Assembly 

demanded to protect civilians, including persons in vulnerable situations44 that it actual for 

Ukrainian minorities’ representatives. 

UN General Assembly in its resolution ES-11/2 on 24 March 2022, articles 5 and 8, 

demanded again full respect for and protection of objects indispensable to the survival of the 

civilian population and civilian infrastructure that is critical to the delivery of essential 

services in armed conflict; stressed that the sieges of cities in Ukraine further aggravate the 

humanitarian situation for the civilian population and hamper evacuation efforts, and therefore 

demands to put an end to sieges45.  

On 7 April 2022 the UN General Assembly adopted a resolution ES-11/346 calling for 

Russia to be suspended from the Human Rights Council47.  

The UN Human Rights Council adopted on 12th of May a resolution on the deteriorating 

human rights situation in Ukraine where pointed that Russia should immediately cease its 

aggression, withdraw all its forces from the whole territory of Ukraine, and provide 

international human rights and humanitarian institutions with unhindered, immediate and safe 

access to persons transferred from conflict-affected areas48. 

Those decisions are not executed by Russian troops, Russia-controlled mercenaries and 

terroristic groups, which established policy or terror and repressions over the Russia-occupied 

territories of Ukraine. Russian troops, fake “administrations” and “commandant’s offices” use 

actively the practice of extrajudicial executions of local civil population, including minorities’ 

representatives, violating their rights4950.  

All Ukraine’s attempts for the peace-building, including peace talks and negotiations with 

Russian government were unsuccessful and Russia rejects all peace propositions and it refuses 
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to execute the demands of ICJ and ECHR orders to stop the aggression and hostilities that are 

directly pointed against Ukrainian’s rights including minorities’ rights.  

All those above-pointed steps of the Nazi policy of Russian government and by the Russia-

controlled “administrations” in Russia-occupied Crimea, South and East of Ukraine in areas of 

violation the minorities’ rights must be reflected in UN official position. 

So Ukrainian minorities’ representatives in hostilities zone and in Russia-occupied 

territories are extremely vulnerable groups, which need urgent international protection. 

Our Association believes that urgent, immediate steps of the UN OHCHR structures must 

be done including all observation procedures and immediate visits to Ukraine. Monitoring 

procedure, mentioned in HRC resolution 49/1, must be enforced immediately. 

Our Association believes that urgent, immediate steps of the UN Independent Expert on 

protection Ukrainian minorities representatives’ rights in condition of ongoing interstate 

conflict and hostilities must be done including all observation procedures and immediate visit 

to Ukraine.  

We hope that previous special statements of the UN experts and rapporteurs regarding 

situation in Ukraine must be supported by next UN OHCHR’s steps reacting the Russia’s 

ongoing terrorist policy and aggression in Ukraine, including war crimes against minorities 

and violating their social right, in framework of UN mandate.  

14th January, 2023                                                                         Representative of the ARC 

Dr. Borys Babin 

 


